Ireland- Land of Rivers!
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“Water is the driving force of all Nature.” - Leonardo da Vinci
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extraordinary wildlife corridors, sup
porting
an immense variety of Biodiversity
from
microscopic organisms and aquatic
invertebrates through
to a wide range of fish and birds
as well as hosting mammalian
visitation and succour. Rivers and
streams are not separate
from their valleys, and we oursel
ves are intrinsically linked with
our valley’s waters. We depend
upon our river’s clean waters
to prepare our tea, porridge, and
potatoes; In turn, our own
sinks, showers, and toilets are trib
utaries to our river. This
book introduces us to the wonde
rs of our rivers and the life
that they support; traditional sto
ries for which these waters are
the source; the variety of Biodivers
ity our rivers support; and
tips on how, as our rivers pass thr
ough our communities, we
may help to keep them clean and
vibrant. Welcome!
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My Aunts live by the river, along a long curved
bow of the Abhain Bhuí in Mayo. For them
the river is alive; in the old Celtic tradition,
the river is human, with its own personality. It
is something that could help you; something
that could harm you. The river could be fought
with; the river could fight against you. The
river is to be feared, yet they know, and I know
through them, that the river is something that
can nourish man and beast. In full flood in
mid-winter, to a gentle stream in the long days
of summer, my Aunts know its personality. The
river provides the soundtrack to their work
and their recreation: a constant force in their
lives. Their river, and all of our rivers, are full of
music, meandering long tunes of melody: by
turns, a rushing reel; a mesmerising slow air; a
thunderous barn dance. A symphony played
by water on the soundboard of the earth. The
tune is always changing as the river hurls loudly
against the stones and is then silenced to a hum
by the flat twists and turns of its meander.
A single drop of evaporated water lifted
from the Sea by the Sun travels to land in a
windblown cloud: this is the purification that
turns the salty brine into the life-giving element
which then, falling as rain, begins its journey
back to where it came from. Rivers are the
arteries of the earth that bring water home.
On its journey through our landscapes, that rain
drop’s journey cuts cold rock, courses through
bogs and woods and fields and villages in an
eternal journey to nurture us and the creatures
that live in it.

It is my good fortune that my life has taken
me to work beside many rivers…the Thames,
the Tyne, the Corrib; Glasgow’s Clyde, Seville’s
Rio Guadalquivir; the Foyle, the Liffey, the Ilen
and the Sullane of Muskerry’s Gaeltacht. And
always I pause to gaze at these shape-shifting
mirrors; will I see a salmon? Are you blessed with
salmon in your local river? We learn from the old
stories which have come down to us that Fionn
mac Cumhaill became the mighty Leader and
Warrior by accident when he burnt his thumb
while he was cooking the Salmon of Knowledge,
‘An Brádán Feasa’. On his scorched thumb he
found wisdom and vision. The descendant of
Fionn’s salmon is still with us living in our rivers
and seas. After its wanderings it seeks out where
it spawned to pass on its Knowledge to the
next Salmon generation. Every Salmon we see
swimming towards home reassures us that all
is well in the world, that the river is healthy and
supported and life will go on, that the Knowledge
will not be lost. But only if we care for our Rivers
and know that we are bound with them!
‘Mo Chuisle’ means my pulse, my love, my
dearest, my life…that the same life force is in us
both; you are as important as my pulse. And
for me, Mo Chuisle can refer to your nearest
river. Your river flows through you; you are not
separate from your river. My Aunts know, and I
know through them, that the river was there long
before them and it will be there long after they
are gone. When the Gods are kind enough to
take us off this Earth, the river will still be there.
The River, though never the same, is forever.

Páraic Breathnach
Managing Director, Galway Arts Centre. Producer, Cúirt Festival

The water
that’s on the
earth today is
exactly the same
water that was
always here no more and
no less!

Welcome to the Water-Cycle!
Our Catchment’s journey from Source to Sea

All these things
need water

But

(well ok,
maybe not
ginger bread
people)

that’s only half
the story - how
does it get up there
in there first place?

(or dinosaurs)
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Some animals
don’t usually
drink but get the
water they need
in their food

thro

what about
people????

In the summer a big tree needs
about 200 buckets-full of
water EVERY DAY!

Water out

And

Most animals need
to drink every day
(adult humans
2-3 litres) and die
within a few days
if they don’t
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3D Catchments
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Water is used
for all sorts of things
in your home
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Wall

(Septic Tanks are
great if they work!)
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Shared town septic tanks
are a little more sohisticated
but they do the same thing
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Fish
Anatomy

“To protect your rivers,
protect your mountains.”
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Emperor Yu (1600BC)

We are interested in Salmon and Trout (the salmonids)
because they are the proof of clean water
and a healthy habitat - and they taste delicious too!
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(and a lot need love
and affection too!)
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good food

Food Webs
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All animals (fish, insects, people etc.) eat plants either directly (like cows who eat grass),
or indirectly (like lions, who eat antelopes who eat grass),
or both (like people who eat just about anything).
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Healthy Streams and Rivers
have a huge range of plants and animals
living in and around them
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A Catchment is
a Community
Related by Water!

Here in the space below you are invited
to
draw your own Map of your Catchmen
t!

Managing our catchments requires us to
understand and integrate a huge range of
information - how people are using the water,
including drinking, agriculture, industrial, use
for bathing; the geography and geology of
an area, looking at how all the water bodies
are connected both above and below ground,
how the water flows from where it falls as rain
to the sea: how people use the land and water
bodies and what livelihoods are supported; and
possible sources of pollution, including urban
waste water treatment plants, septic tanks and
runoff from farming, forestry, hard surfaces,
construction and landfills.
In recent years there has been good progress
in tackling serious pollution but small point
and diffuse sources of pollution and physical
damage to river corridors remain an issue.
This booklet is designed to inform people of
the part they play in nature’s water cycle and
provide us with lots of information on how we
can reduce our impact on waters. Hopefully, it
will also encourage better informed individuals
and communities to reconnect with their local
river and work together to restore habitat and
water quality.

Tips for Drawing your Map
Where are the streams, rivers, lakes and wetlands? Where are the towns and industries?
Include any details you can think of including farms, forests, waste water treatment plants etc.
And add any other features of interest: waterfalls, the existence of salmon, trout or other fish,
and other rare species like the kingfisher, dipper or otter.... Be creative and have fun.
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Rivers and W etland Stories
But almost every tale and sight triggers the great question that she wrestles with on page after page:

how can she reconcile what she loves about the natural world, its “awesome wonders,

power and beauty” with what horrifies her about it: its chaos, its casual cruelty, its “grace tangled

in a rapture with violence.” … what is so benevolent, so life-affirming, about a natural

world driven by death, about an evolutionary system driven by extinction?

The first water taken from the surface of the well after dawn on May 1st
(sciath an tobar) was powerful for spells for good and evil. Sometimes men
would stay up all night to guard the well against theft, and the girls would
race each other to the well at daybreak to be the first to get the water.

Once, there was a big gathering of people in the middle of
Ireland, at Uisneach, Co. Meath. A massive hailstorm came right
down on top of them and after they’d dried themselves off, they
saw the storm had left twelve chief Rivers in Ireland forever.

Da Derga was this fella who decided to build a cool hostel right over the
River Dodder so he could get easy access to the water. Unfortunately for
him the hostel was practically destroyed when King Conaire was staying
there, by an attack from the Fíanna of Ireland and Scotland.

King Conaire was cursed by the druids to make him thirsty, so he sent
his warrior Mac Cecht off to find water. Mac Cecht took a golden cup
to the twelve chief rivers of Ireland: the Bush, Boyne, Bann, Barrow,
Blackwater, Lee, Bandon, Shannon, Suir, Erne, Finn, and Liffey.
No water. Then he went to the lakes: Derg, Luimnig, Foyle, Mask,
Corrib, Laig, Cúan, Neagh, Morloch. No water. Finally at Úarán Garad
spring in Co. Roscommon, near Tulsk he filled the cup for the King.

Bóand was the wife of a King. She didn’t believe that the King’s secret well had any
power so away she went to test it. She walked three times around it anticlockwise
and then three huge waves came out of the well and drowned her. The River
Boyne is named after her and the different parts of the river are named after
different parts of her body. Lucky for her she became a River Goddess after that.

The three lakes, Owel, Ennel, and Iron, were formed by the vomit and belching
of this young fella who had been given a potion by Dian Cecht the doctor of the
Tuatha de Dannaan. Handy that doctors today don’t have this potion!

In a famous book called ‘The Triads’ from ancient Ireland, the three wells of Ireland are
the Desi, Úarán, and Gardid; the three waterfalls Assaroe, Eas, and Danainne; the three
lakes Neagh, Ree, and Erne; and the three rivers Shannon, Boyne, and Bann.
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Paddy Woodworth on Annie Dillard’s ‘Pilgrim at Tinker Creek’

King Cormac goes into the Otherworld and sees a fountain with five streams
flowing from it. There are nine coloured hazel trees growing over the fountain and
hazelnuts dropping into the water. Five salmon in the streams eat the hazelnuts.
The King of the Otherworld told Cormac that the fountain is the Fountain of
Knowledge and that the streams are the five senses.

Eochaid ran away with a girl called Éibliu and Oengus gave them a magic horse.
Unfortunately on the journey the horse lay down and took a giant piss that made a huge
spring that formed a lake and drowned them. The only one who survived the drowning by the
magic horse was Lí Ban (beauty of white) and she became transformed into a salmon from the
neck down. She swam the waters of Ireland with her pet otter for three hundred years.

Queen Medbh of Connacht started her period in the middle of a battle.
Awkward. So she asked Fergus to take over the protection of the army. When
her blood came it formed three trenches that could each hold a ringfort
household, and then three lakes were formed.

Cúroí at his fort near Tralee had a wife Bláthnaid who also
had Cú Chulainn as a boyfriend. Once she got so fed up
with Cúroí, she poured loads of milk from 3 magic cows
down the river to tell Cú Chulainn that he should come and
‘rescue ‘ her. That’s the white speckled river — The Finnglass

Áth means a ford or crossing place, but it also means a spawning bed.
So be sure not to trip up on a salmon when you cross a river!
Clais means a trench or water channel and can also mean a spawning bed for salmon.

The Irish poets always said that wisdom and science were
revealed at the edge of water. Great for studying!

The night the mighty Conn of the hundred battles was born, Ireland was completely
flooded and the Rivers Suir, Nore, and Barrow burst over Ireland, as well as the waters of
Loch Riach and the Lakes of Killarney. He made quite the entrance!
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Our W ildlife

These pictures show
a few examples of the
variety of birds which
we might see in our
rivers and along
their banks.

If we can achieve high-quality waters in
our water catchment, lots of benefits follow.
Otter

Cormorant

Dipper

Eel

Humans

Salmon

Egret

Heron

Mallard
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Swan

Kingfisher

Bat

Trout

Minnow

Next time you visit the rivers in our catchment
area, tick the boxes of any of the species shown
here that you are lucky to see... and don’t forget
to tell your friends and family all about the wild
and wonderful nature you’ve seen.

Stickleback

Ho w many spe cie s c an you f ind?
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Bio-Monitors:

Our Bugs!

Ireland’s Principle Habitats
Vincent Murphy (Code Source: Fossitt 2000)

The insects that live in a stream provide indication of
water quality in what is known as the ‘Q’ Scale:
Q1=Bad

Q2=Poor
Q4=Good

Q3=Moderate
Q5 = High

What bugs will we find in Our Stream?

Q1 Worm

Q3 Water
Boatman

The habitats that have developed in Ireland since the
last ice age 12,000 years ago have been shaped by three
significant factors; the soils derived from the underlying
geology, human influences, and the distinctive Irish
weather. From bare bedrock, soils developed whose
relative acidity was influenced by the type of underlying
rock, the plants that colonised it, and the weather that
allows particular plants to grow. Later, humans arrived
and found a verdant land that they shaped to fit their
needs, clearing fields of stones, building hedgerows,
and clearing or planting trees. From undulating
upland habitats to rich productive lowlands, rivers,
lakes and open seas, Ireland has a fascinating, varied,
and overlapping tapestry of natural, semi-natural and
anthropogenic habitats.

Q2 Whirlygig
Beetle

Q3 Cased

Caddis Fly

Q4 May Fly
Q4 May Fly
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Q5 Stone Fly

For an island of approximately 84,000km2, Ireland
has a large, and in some cases unique, diversity of
habitats. Following is an introduction to some of these
principle habitats...which ones do you recognise from
your own locality?

Q5 Stone Fly

Q1 True Worm – Fíor - Phylum Annelida :
normally live in silt and mud and can tolerate pollution

Q3 Cased Caddis Fly – Nimfeach Caddis Eitilt –
Hydropsychidae: Builds home of twigs or pebbles

Q2 Whirlygig Beetle – Ciaróg Whirlygig – Gyrinidae - Oval,
black-bronze sheen: predators/scavengers

Q4 Mayfly nymph – Nimfeach Mayfly - Emphemeroptera
Baetis: Very sensitive to pollution

Q3 Water Boatman – Bhádóra Uisce – Notonecta glauca:
Carry bubbles of air under their wings

Q5 Stone Fly nymph – Nimfeach Eitilt Cloch - Dinocras
cephalotes: Indicator of the highest water quality

From Eroding Upland mountain streams (FW1) to
the meandering Lowland depositing rivers (FW2) and
manmade Canals (FW3) there is an extraordinary variety
of aquatic habitats. Apart from providing us with our
need for water, they support a rich suite of biodiversity
including aquatic, terrestrial, and avian species. The
‘Green Isle’ is famed for the extent of grassland, from
the low-productivity Dry humid acid grassland (GS3) of
the Curragh in Kildare to the high-intensity Improved
agricultural grassland (GA1) to the local park or sports
pitch which is classified as Amenity grassland (GA2). In
lowland areas, apart from grass, fertile land is needed to
produce grain crops and potatoes in Arable crops (BC1)
while other Tilled land (BC3) may be used for grain,
vegetable and fruit crops.
Raised bogs (PB1) are mainly found in shallow lowland
depressions where sphagnum moss, which creates peat,
has filled the area and created a slight dome shape. In

mountainous areas there are two types of bogs; Upland
blanket bogs (PB2) above 150 meters, and Lowland
blanket bogs (PB3) below that altitude. Lowland blanket
bogs are mostly confined to coastal areas in the west
with over 1.25 meters of rainfall per year and support
a larger number of grass species. Mountains support
Wet heath (HH3), Dry siliceous heath (HH1) and Dry
calcareous heath (HH2). Open marine waters (MW1)
surround Ireland, and between these open waters and
land there are a mix of sheltered Estuaries (MW4),
Sea inlets and bays (MW2) and Straits and sounds
(MW3), which provide a variety of environments for
coastal fish and bird species. The sub-tidal habitats of
the seabeds around our coasts are among the most
extensive habitats present in Ireland and include a mix
of underwater muds, sands, gravel, coral and rock beds,
which provide food and shelter for animals ranging from
minute crustaceans to basking sharks and whales.
The important Oak-birch-holly woodland (WN1)
and Oak-ash-hazel (WN2) woodland now exist only
as scattered remnants, though they still provide
vital habitats for native plants and animals. Recently
cultivated plantation woodland, such as Conifer
plantation (WD4) and Mixed broadleaf/conifer
woodlands (WD2) have replaced the once great forests.
Built land (BL3) is most obvious habitat for Homo
sapiens, though various birds, plants, and other
mammals exploit niches within this and thrive!
Unwittingly, a proliferation of tall buildings, and an
abundance of urban pigeons have provided ideal
homes and diet for birds like Annex I peregrines!
Finally, there are several habitats in Ireland that are
so rare (internationally) that they are designated as
Annex I habitat types under the EU Habitats Directive,
including the limestone pavement (Exposed calcareous
rock ER2) of the Burren, Turloughs (FL6) (ephemeral
lakes in limestone areas), Machair grasslands (CD6) on
calcareous sand dunes on northwest coasts, and ancient
Yew woodland (WN3).
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Biodiversity, or ‘Biological Diversity’,
refers to the sum total interdependent
web of life, from bacteria, microscopic
algae, fungi, through to plants, trees,
amphibians, fish, birds and mammals
- and people!!! If we achieve ‘bestpractice’ we can greatly assist our
community’s capacity for Biodiversity.
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Freshwater Mussels
The study of Biodiversity is full of wondrous
stories... the Freshwater Pearl Mussel (FPM),
which used to live in most of Ireland’s
rivers but is now considered extremely
threatened, is the longest lived species,
living over 100 years. The microscopic
juveniles spend a winter attached to a
trout’s gill... this is how they migrate. They
are very sensitive to nutrient & silt pollution.

Home Truths
The StreamScapes method views our toilets, sinks,
baths and showers as Tributaries to our Rivers!
What we put in them has a huge capacity to impact
on local Water Quality and Biodiversity. Outside our
homes in our gardens and yards we have an equal
ability to create or destroy natural habitats. These
tips will help restore water quality & biodiversity:

Household Best Practice
Avoid any Cleaning Products with Phosphates or
Bleach - they spoil the good work of your sewage
treatment plant / septic tank, leading to aquatic
pollution - use ‘eco-friendly’ products!
Use the minimum of any cleaning product - enough
is enough!
Do not use in-sink food macerators (they put added
strain on sewage treatment) - compost your vegetable
wastes and use as fertiliser in your garden!
Any common household product labelled Hazard or
Poison or Irritant must be treated as toxic waste when
disposing of - follow Local Authority guidelines and do
not put in drains!!!
Keep your garden low-maintenance and low waterdependent, but covered in established sod (and not
hard-surfaced) to avoid contributing to peak urban
rainfall run-off. Use native plants and trees to establish
suitable local habitats.

Instream Insects

Did you know that a survey or census of the
bugs that live in your local river reveal the
environmental quality of the water? Stone
flies, mayflies, and cased caddis fly larvae are
amongst the most pollution-sensitive aquatic
bugs...if you find them in your river it is a
good sign! And another good example of
Biodiversity in action.

Avoid herbicides, pesticides, and application of
fertilisers - find natural ways to garden.
Finally, control your use of water at home and in the
garden...treat it as the precious substance that it is!

Don’t let Nature go down the Drain!
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What is Biodiversity?

